
Where time, safety & appearance matter

Fire Rated Cable Supports 
A Guide for Specifiers, Inspectors, Installers, Fire & Rescue Services,  
Building Owners, Managers & Landlords 



While this document is not intended to be a legal authority, it should be a useful guide for anyone 
involved in electrical design & management, installation and inspection of cable installations in UK. 
Future amendments to regulations may require the guide to be amended.
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Fire & Rescue Services (FRS’s) attend 150k+ fires annually in UK, occasionally with devastating 
consequences. Testimony from recent Coroners’ Reports detail how firefighters and evacuees can 
sometimes encounter cable entanglement amidst ‘heat like jet engines’, ‘thick black smoke’ and ‘zero 
visibility’. 

The 18th Edition of UK standards for the safety of electrical installations as defined in BS7671: 2018  
now require all cables to be secured against risk of premature collapse… any search and rescue 
operations can at least then be without the risk of potentially fatal cable entanglements. 

Regulations for fire alarm cables in non-domestic premises are defined separately in BS5839-1: 2017. 

Note - The authors ‘D-Line (Europe) Limited’ were the first UK company to develop fire rated fixings for use direct-
to-surface or within non-metallic containment. Over the past decade we have addressed daily queries relating to 
all aspects of standards and applications. 
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All text and product images are copyright of D-Line (Europe) Ltd

An interpretation of BS7671: 2018 Regulations…

To prevent risk of cables and containment dropping prematurely in event of fire, all fixed wiring systems* 
installed after 1st January 2019 must be secured by fire-rated supports having melting points in excess of 
1084ºC. Fire-rated supports must have certificates of conformity that validate 1084ºC+ melting point, and 
be able to secure cables for 2 hour duration in fire conditions.  

Fire-rated supports must be spaced to prevent risk of any cables encroaching into possible passageways, 
or otherwise be spaced no more than 1 metre apart. 

• Note 1 - Fire-rated cable supports include screws, nails, anchors and clips, saddles, ties, cleats & 
similar. 

• Note 2 - In all buildings, possible passageways include all doorways, accessible window spaces and 
across floors. 

• Note 3 - Cable installations must not rely on non-metallic cable clips, non-metallic conduit saddles,  
non-metallic cable trunking or plastic cable ties as the sole means of support. For avoidance of doubt, 
this applies to all cable installations. 

• Note 4 - Cable installations for fire detection and fire alarm systems must strictly observe 
requirements of BS5839 pt 1. 

• Note 5 - Existing surface cabling without such fire rated fixings, that in fire conditions could possibly 
encroach in any passageways, should be classified “potentially dangerous” for remedial action by  
the retro-fitting of fire-rated cable supports. Ideally, other surface cables should also have fire-rated 
supports retro-fitted for best practice. 

• Note 6 - Where non-metallic trunking is used, hinged-lid versions should be preferred.  

*This excludes portable appliance cables. 

This document provides explanations to support the interpretation above…

By considering all aspects, the following overview provides a guide to ‘How, in practical terms, 
regulations can be implemented?’



Fires do happen… despite developments in fire prevention, the random and common risk of fires 
occurring must always be a consideration by stakeholders responsible for cable installations.

Background – Fires in UK 

• In UK Fire & Rescue Services attended 167,150 fires in 2017/18  
- 30,744 primary dwelling fires 
- 801 fires in purpose-built high-rise flats 

• In UK there were 334 fire-related fatalities in 2017/18 

• 15 firefighter fatalities during operational incidents (at fires) in past 20 years (1998 – 2018) 
- Includes 9 (60%) fatalities involving cable entanglement 

Causes of Fatal Fires 2017/18 Cooking appliances

Smokers materials

Electrical distribution  
and appliances

Others
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Case Study 1 -  Flat 85, 14th Floor, Harrow Court, Stevenage, Hertfordshire 2nd February 2005 

Harrow Court: 1 FBU Health 
and Safety
Investigation
Report 

3 fatalities - Burning tea light caused a TV to ignite, which 
in turn caused the wardrobe to ignite, before engulfing the 
entire room/flat 

Extracts from ‘FBU Health & Safety Investigation Report’… 

“Entangled in the electrical cabling that had fallen as a result 
of a plastic cable-trunking having melted” p3 

“Extreme fire conditions and intense heat” p38. “Estimated 
that temperatures rose to approximately 900°C” p108 

Further testament from Harrow Court Report - which provides horrific detail - is not repeated here. 
It is trusted however that, as a legacy of such cable entanglement fatalities, the following Wiring 
Regulations are at least respected by all stakeholders responsible for cable installations. 



Case Study 2 -  Warehouse fire, Atherstone-on-Stour, Warwickshire 2nd November 2007  

Atherstone-on-Stour
2 November 2007

Report on the fire at

4 fatalities - Arson in vegetable packing warehouse 

Extracts from ‘Report on the fire at Atherstone-on-Stour 
2nd November 2007’. 

“Temperatures exceeding 600°C within six minutes” p56 

“Recommended that BS7671 is amended to require 
additional mechanical fixings of cables that are installed” p75 

 

 

 

“Cable trunking has shown to be an issue in this incident  
as it has been in previous incidents, including the fire at 
Harrow Court in 2005. It is understood by BRE Global that 
work is being carried out elsewhere to investigate the 
feasibility of using fixings that will not be susceptible  
to elevated fire temperatures.” p77 
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Case Study 3 -  15th Floor, Shirley Towers, Southampton 6th April 2010 

Copyright of Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service 

Fatal Fire Investigation 
 
 

 
 

 
Report of the Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service investigation into 
the deaths of Firefighters Alan Bannon and James Shears in 
Flat 72, Shirley Towers, Church Street, Southampton, SO15 5PE,  
on Tuesday 6 April 2010 
 
 

 

2 fatalities - Curtain, left to rest on a wall light,  
ignited to cause blaze in flat. 

Extracts from Shirley Towers Fatal Fire Investigation 
Report… 

“Cables were encased in plastic trunking which failed  
when exposed to heat, so releasing the cables.  
The cables then become a hazard to firefighters” p28 

“Displaced cables had fallen across the doorway  
forming an impenetrable barrier” p39 

 

 

“It is recommended that Building Regulations are amended  
to ensure that all cables, not just fire alarm cables, are 
supported by fire-resistant cable supports. This could  
be achieved by an amendment to BS7671 (2008) Wiring 
Regulations.” p177 



Guide to material melting points 

• Rigid PVC deforms approx. 50°C; Rigid PVC melts at 150°C 

• Of 50 metals, 16 (i.e. 32%) fail <900°C 

• Aluminium, as used to produce some cable cleats for example, melts at 663°C 

• Copper withstands up to 1084°C 

• Carbon steel* is consistent up to 1425°C 

- PVC saddles, and PVC clips, PVC trunking & conduits (& PVC cable insulation)  
  all melt at 150°C, causing the surviving copper conductors to collapse. 

Because copper can survive up to 1084ºC, only supports that can survive in excess of 1084ºC  
offer assurance of always securing copper cables.  

Copper conductors can be prevented from dropping in event of fires when secured by carbon  
steel supports - which can maintain load bearing strengths up to 1425°C. 

1600ºC

Melting points of common materials used in ‘wiring systems’ 
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* Carbon steel is used in manufacture of all D-Line Safe-D products.
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BS5839-1: 2017 - Code of practice for fire detection & fire alarm systems 

• Prior to October 2002, cable fixing guidelines (that only 
applied to fire alarm systems) were open to interpretation. 

• Following statements first published on 1st October 2002, current 
BS5839-1:2017 “Fire detection and fire alarm systems  
for buildings. Code of practice for design, installation, 
commissioning and maintenance of systems in non-domestic 
premises” clause 26.2(f): states… 

- “Methods of cable support should be such that circuit 
integrity will not be reduced below that afforded by the 
cable used, and should withstand a similar temperature 
and duration to that of the cable, while maintaining 
adequate support.” 

     Note 7. “In effect, this recommendation precludes the use  
     of plastic cable clips, cable ties or trunking, where these 
     products are the sole means of cable support.” 

- ‘Circuit integrity’ i.e. the capacity to remain intact,  
so ensuring the continuity of current flow, is dependent  
on the cable specification.  

Circuit integrity is of critical importance for equipment 
(including detectors, sounders and mains operated 
emergency lighting) that must maintain functionality  
in fire conditions. 

For 2 hour functionality, specify 2 hour Enhanced Fire 
Performance cable; for 1 hour functionality, specify  
1 hour Fire Performance cable and MICC type cables. 

- ‘Maintaining adequate support’, means preventing 
cables from falling (and causing potentially fatal 
entanglements). 

In addition to preventing cable entanglement risks,  
BS5839-1 is concerned with how the spacings of cable 
supports can ensure the maintenance of circuit integrity, 
whereas BS7671 requirements (that relate to cables other 
than FP or MICC types) focus mainly on preventing cable 
entanglement.



Evacuations and fire fighting activities are never restricted 
to escape routes only. In reality windows might be 
passageways; same as bedrooms, living rooms, or internal 
offices for example (hence subsequent evolvement to 18th 
Edition ‘all areas’).

Note the term ‘Wiring Systems’ covers ALL cables 
irrespective of voltage, and any containment systems  
and related fixings.

BS7671 17th Edition Amendment 3, 2015  (Superceded by 18th Edition, 2018) 

• An amendment to the BS7671 UK Wiring Regulations 17th 
Edition, issued 1st July 2015, specifically addressed ways  
to prevent regular cables (e.g. T&E, co-ax, flexes, telecom 
cables etc.) from collapsing on escape routes. 

• Chapter 52 Selection and erection of wiring systems, 
s521.11.201 stated… 

  - “Wiring systems in escape routes shall be supported 
     such that they will not be liable to premature 
     collapse in the event of fire.” 

  - Note 1 - “Non-metallic cable trunking or other non-
     metallic means of support can fail when subject  
     to either direct flame or hot products of combustion. 
     This may lead to wiring systems hanging across 
     access or egress routes such that they hinder 
     evacuation and firefighting activities.” 

  - Note 2 - “This precludes the use of non-metallic cable 
     clips, cable ties or cable trunking as the sole means  
     of support. For example, where non-metallic cable 
     trunking is used, a suitable fire-resistant means of
     support/retention must be provided to prevent  
     cables falling out in the event of fire.” 

‘Wiring systems’ are defined in BS7671 editions as “an 
assembly made up of cable or busbars and parts which secure 
and, if necessary, enclose the cable or busbars’. 

 

 

 

Note BS7671 Wiring Regulations are entirely separate from 
BS5839 Regulations, which define the standards for Fire 
Detection and Alarm Systems.
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BS7671 18th Edition, 2018 regulation 521.10.202  

By removing the focus on escape routes only, now all cables 
wherever installed must be supported    so they will not 
collapse prematurely in fire.

• The IET Wiring Regulations 18th Edition (published 1st July 
2018) became effective 1st January 2019.  

It describes (p5) as a ‘significant change’ the need to fix all 
cables throughout the installation, not only escape routes. 

• ‘Chapter 52 Selection and erection of wiring systems’ 
s521.10.202 states “Wiring systems shall be supported  
such that they will not be liable to premature collapse  
in event of a fire.”  
Compared to previous wording (i.e 2015 17th Edition Amendment), this evolvement  

makes no reference to ‘escape routes’, so applies to all areas. 

- Note 1 - “Wiring systems hanging across access  
  or egress routes may hinder evacuation and  
  firefighting activities.” 

- Note 2 - “Cables installed in or on steel cable  
  containment systems are deemed to meet the 
  requirements of this regulation.” 

- Note 3 - “This regulation precludes, for example,  
  the use of non-metallic cable clips or cable ties as  
  the sole means of support where cables are clipped 
  direct to exposed surfaces or suspended under cable  
  tray, and the use on non-metallic cable trunking as  
  the sole means of support of the cables therein.” 

- Note 4 - “Suitably spaced steel or copper clips,  
  saddles or ties are examples that will meet  
  the requirements of this regulation.” 

In context of regulations, it is accepted that ‘shall’ means ‘must’.



970ºc

2h

• 2016/2017 UK statistics reveal in predominately urban areas response times (i.e. from 
call to arrival of first vehicle at incident) of 7 minutes 43 seconds in 2016/17; 10 minutes 
37 seconds in predominately rural areas.*

Note; ‘Premature Collapse?’ 

Response times to fires attended by 
fire and rescue services: England, 
April 2016 to March 2017 

Statistical Bulletin 03/18 

25 January 2018 

To satisfy ALL common building classifications, and allowing time  
for fire & rescue services to reach a call-out, for peace of mind it  
is recommended only cable supports tested in fire conditions for  
2 hours duration should be used.  

Any PVC trunking should be single piece design, with TPE hinged  
lid that will not prematurely detach/collapse.

Lids that are hinged 
should never ‘pop off’ 
in fires

A TPE hinge has similar melting 
point as rigid PVC, so the lid will 
not detatch prematurely.

• Premature collapse – the time required for search and rescue activity  
(or check and retreat activity) differs according to the occupancy, use, 
size and design of the building. For example, in a domestic house a cable 
installation which can survive 30 minutes might be acceptable, whereas 
2 hours might be needed for a BD4 classified building. 

    - BD2: Low density occupation, difficult conditions for evacuation 
        (e.g. high-rise buildings) 

    - BD3: High density occupation, easy conditions for evacuation  
        (e.g. theatres, cinemas, etc.) 

    - BD4: High density occupation, difficult conditions for evacuation. 
        (e.g. buildings open to the public, hospitals, hotels, residential 
        homes etc.) 

• Authorities such as those responsible for building construction and  
fire protection will usually specify the BD classification standard that  
will determine the fire ratings required for all materials used in the 
building’s construction. 

• Plastic trunking and conduits are an integral part of ‘Wiring Systems’. 

Note rigid PVC systems self-extinguish at 150ºC, turning to a drip-form 
that will not ignite other sources. In other words, PVC containment will 
melt but will not ‘collapse’. However in fire conditions, heat can build up 
in a PVC trunking cavity to create pressure, causing lids to prematurely 
collapse as they can ‘pop off’. For this reason PVC trunkings that are 
single piece design (with TPE hinged lid) should be preferred. 
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Generic spacing guidance is primarily concerned with circuit 
integrity.  

Surface mounted plastic fixings/containment remain 
acceptable - but must now be at least complemented by  
fire-rated supports also. 

To prevent risk of cable entanglements, fire-rated cable 
supports must be spaced so cables cannot encroach into 
possible passageways - such as doorways (internal & 
external); & window spaces that could become necessary 
access/egress ways if doorways/escape routes are not 
accessible; and across floors to eliminate cable trip hazards. 

• BS7671:2018 Chapter 52, s522.8.4 requires cables to “be 
supported in such a manner that the conductors or cables  
do not suffer damage by their own weight” 

• BS7671:2018 Chapter 52, s522.8.5 concerns that “there is  
no appreciable strain on the termination of conductors.” 

• BS7671:2018 Regulation 134.1.1 states “Electrical equipment 
shall be installed in accordance with the instructions provided 
by the manufacturer of the equipment”. In other words, 
installers should be satisfying the guidelines of cable 
manufacturers, and producers of cable support systems.  

• Where there is no other containment to maintain circuit integrity in regular 
conditions, the IET ‘Selection and Erection Guidance Notes’ advises cable  
supports shall be spaced as below… 

      -  PVC cable up to 9mm dia: horizontal 25cm, vertical 40cm 
      -  PVC cable 9-15mm dia: horizontal 30cm, vertical 40cm 
      -  PVC cable 15-20mm dia: horizontal 35cm, vertical 45cm 
      -  PVC cable 21-40mm dia: horizontal 40cm, vertical 55cm 
      -  MICC up to 9mm dia: horizontal 60cm, vertical 80cm 
      -  MICC 10-15mm dia: horizontal 90cm, vertical 1.2m 
      -  MICC 16-20mm dia: horizontal 1.5m, vertical 2m 
          For flat cables, the widest dimension is regarded as the diameter 

Note; ‘Suitably Spaced?’  

Note - The installation of XLPE/SWA type cables must consider 
also the weight of the cables, with supports that are spaced 
most closely providing greater load bearing, in August 2010 a 
Northamptonshire warehouse worker was killed after being 
struck by 6x armoured cables that were not suitably secured - 
the cables gave way to fall 17 metres, and cause fatality.  



- Note - Copper conductors have relatively low thermal expansion properties, but still expand in heat  
  to create a sag-effect in fire conditions (smaller copper cross-sections/cable sizes will sag more).

Note; ‘Suitably Spaced?’  

Around a door frame fire-rated 
cable supports should be 
spaced as close as 250mm 
horizontally: 400mm vertically Example in dado trunking, on an internal wall; having 

fire-rated cable supports spaced 1m apart should 
suffice.

‘Suitably spaced’ is specific to every installation.  

It should also consider sag-effects on cables in fire conditions, and must always consider the 
proximity of cables in relation to potential fire and rescue activity, so that the possibility of cables 
(live or otherwise) interfering in any way is eliminated. 

Cables installed horizontally around a doorframe or accessible window should always have fire-rated 
supports at maximum 250mm spacings (vertical installations 400mm spacings). A sensible approach 
would be for other surface cables to have fire-rated supports spaced at maximum 1 metre apart.  

Fundamental to spacing is that the cables must never be able to encroach on potential fire fighting 
and/or evacuations. 

To clarify, if non-metallic supports are being utilised they must be complemented by fire-rated cable 
supports also; that are ‘suitably spaced’.

14
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Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR) 

•  Because all electrical installations deteriorate over time, BS7671:2018 
‘Periodic inspection and testing’ s135.1 recommends ‘that every 
electrical installation is subjected to periodic inspection and testing’. 
Testing must be by a ‘competent person’. 

• ‘Chapter 65 Reporting for Periodic Inspection and Testing’ s653.2 states 
“any non-compliances with the requirements of BS7671 which may give 
rise to danger” must be reported.

Note - For future inspections, aside advantages of speed of installation  
and reduced maintenance, having trunkings with hinged lids should be 
preferable.

• The Institute of Engineering & Technology (IET) recommends the 
following maximum time between inspection and testing: 
    - Domestic installations - 10 years, or change of occupancy 
    - Commercial installations - 5 years or changes of occupancy 
    - Industrial installations - 3 years 
    - Residential accommodation - 5 years or change of occupancy 
    - Office, shops & laboratories - 5 years

Checks should therefore open any non-metallic trunkings, and inspect 
above ceilings for example, to ascertain that cables are not liable to 
premature collapse in event of fire.

Building Insurance policies require that 
electrical (& other) installations are fully 
compliant with Regulations. 

Fire & Rescue Services visit properties 
and assess risks in event of emergencies. 

Local Authorities have a duty to enforce 
Regulations.



Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR) 

• Classification codes ref Safety of Installations… 
    - C1 - danger present. Risk of injury. Immediate  
        remedial action required 
    - C2 - potentially dangerous. Urgent remedial action 
        required. This code should be used to indicate that, 
        whilst an observed deficiency is not considered to  
        be dangerous at the time of the periodic inspection,  
        it would become a real and immediate danger if a  
        fault or other foreseeable event was to occur in the 
        installation or connected equipment. 
    - C3 - improvement recommended. This code should  
        be used to indicate that, whilst observed deficiency  
        is not considered to be a source of immediate or 
        potential danger, improvement would contribute  
        to a significant enhancement of the safety of an 
        installation.

Many installations completed prior to 1/1/19 are relying on 
plastic cable management as their sole means of support.  

Installations without fire rated supports are ‘potentially 
dangerous’, so should be classified C2.  

BS7671:2018 Appendix 6 (p474) states that C2 potentially 
dangerous classifications require urgent remedial actions. 
‘Real’ danger is applicable to cables that could possibly 
encroach on fire-fighting and/or evacuation activity. 

In other words, cables which could present real danger that 
are not secured by fire rated supports should be reported  
as a non-compliance, so there can be a subsequent program 
for the retro-fitting of fire rated supports by remedial action.  

Retro fitting fire-rated supports to other surface cables  
(that could not encroach in a passageway) would enhance 
the safety of an installation, so applicable to C3 best practice 
classifications.
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Note; Remedial Action 
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• Internal & external options exist

1.    Apply a Retro Clip fire-rated solution that fits over the existing plastic trunking, or conduit

Alternatively, for trunkings bigger than 50x50mm, locate F-Clip 30 in most suitable position and slot 
stainless tie to hold cables secure.

2.    Add internal fire rated cable supports to plastic trunking. If practical, temporarily rest the cable(s) 
    outside the trunking --> then fit fire-rated cable clip, using a new fixing in a new hole --> next, fold  
    over clip to secure cables --> finally reattach lid. 

Remove lid Take Clip Adjust cable,  
locate & fix clip 

Fit cables,  
fold & re-lid



Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

• Regular UK tests, to ensure cables will not prematurely collapse in  
fire conditions, simulate fire conditions by the exposing the supports 
being tested (& cables) to… 

    1. Flame at a temperature of 930°C (+40°C, -0 °C) for 120 minutes. 

    2. Mechanical shock for 60 minutes. 

    3. Simultaneous exposure to fire, water spray and mechanical  
        shock for a further 60 minutes. 

• Test specimens are attached to 10mm calcium silicate board, positioned 
as a wall; Clips (& cables) need to remain in place throughout the tests.  

• The 930°C+ is significant as it covers the highest range of  
observed temperatures. 

Responding to the Regulations requires a responsible approach, 
meaning only fire rated supports/fixings with proven performance (i.e 
test certification & certificates of conformity) should be installed.

18
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FAQs 

1. What about generic ‘metal’ clips?  

• Clips being batch produced for lowest cost generally utilise unspecified alloy-mix 
metals. Being inconsistent, they offer no performance guarantees. 

Because many metals have <900°C melting points, even if one batch might pass  
a fire test, there is no guarantee other batches will perform similarly. Producers 
should be able to produce consistent Certificates of Conformity detailing the steel 
specification. 

• Note BS7671:2018 Chapter 52 s522.8.11 states “cable supports and enclosures 
shall not have sharp edges liable to damage the wiring system”. 

A further consideration is that the gauge, load-bearing & quality of finish of such 
alloy fixings is usually variable; with awkward pliability making slower installations, 
and sharp edges causing a potentially serious risk. 

Rounded corners 

Pliable

For guidance, to specify D-Line products 

Given the potential life-saving consequences, for peace of mind and surety of performance, it is 
respected that when considering fire-rated cable supports, stakeholders should clearly specify 
trusted solutions.

‘All direct to surface cabling installations, and non-metallic trunking/conduits, to be secured  
by D-Line Safe-D range of fire-rated cable supports’. 

‘All surface mounted non-metallic mini-trunking to be convex design, with hinged & click-lock lid.  
Use with proprietary Clip-Over accessory pieces. As D-Line trunking.’ 



2. Plastic wall plugs or fire-rated screws? 

  • PVC melts at 150°C; and nylon plugs typically melt around  
      190°C. It is sometimes argued that when buried in substrates,  
      (& considering also that carbon steel screws are poor conductors  
      of heat) plastic wall plugs are being insulated from fire temperatures 
      by the substrate, and therefore might survive to prevent risk of 
      ‘premature collapse’ in some circumstances. 

  • A 2015 ‘Investigation of Real Fires Project’ undertaken by the 
      Building Research Establishment (BRE) confirmed however the 
      result of a test whereby 5x 1.5mm T&E cables were separately 
      secured using a variety of surface fixings (including steel) affixed  
      in 12.5mm thick plasterboard using standard plastic wall plugs and 
      7x 1¼” screws, in temperatures up to 690°C for 20 minutes. 

  • Within 20 minutes all plastic wall plugs had melted, with cables 
      dropping in temperatures as low as 212°C.  

Fire-rated screw-fixings, as proven in fire tests to survive two 
hours, are available for direct installation in structurally sound 
substrates, meaning there is no need for plastic wall plugs.  

Selected fixings should embed effectively, with supportive 
pull-out test data confirming suitability in popular 
substrates.

 

  

A series of experiments to assess the effect of fire on  

a selection of electrical cable supports and fixings 

 

By Ciara Holland, Martin Shipp and David Crowder 

 

 

FAQs 

Extracts from published report…

Five types of cable supports were selected for use in these experiments; one plastic clip and four metal cable supports. The plastic 

clips failed when exposed to hot gases and elevated temperatures associated with compartment fires. The four different metal 

supports remained intact after being subjected to hot gases and flames from the experimental fires and, would themselves, have 

prevented the cables from dropping down. The temperatures at which cables dropped due to failure of cable supports or fixings 

covered a wide range, from 212°C to 486°C. Any dropping of cable with metal supports was a result of fixing failure.

Table 4 – Summary of condition of cable supports after the second experiment with the average  

maximum temperatures recorded at each lintel

* These failures were due to the plastic fixings in the lintel and not the supports themselves. 

The plastic plugs had melted resulting in the screws falling out of the lintel.

Lintel Type

Average  

maximum 

temperature  

at lintel (°C)

Average  

temperature  

when cable  

observed to 

drop (°C) 

Support 1 Support 2 Support 3 Support 4 Clip 5

1 Timber 578 481 All intact All intact All intact All intact All failed

2 Concrete 557
212 (Clip 5) 

and 221(Clip 2) 
Three failed* Three failed* Three failed* Three failed* All failed

3 Timber 570 486 All intact All intact All intact All intact All failed

4 Concrete 388 310 All intact All intact All intact All intact All failed
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FAQs 

       • For existing installations, EICR inspections should 
           consider if existing walls and ceilings have been 
           installed to satisfy stated requirements. Assuming 
           compliance, then recessed cabling will not present  
           the same C2 potential danger as surface cabling
           relying on plastics as a sole means of support.

3. What of cables behind plasterboard, & in ceiling voids? 

  • Substrates should always be non-combustible. 

  • Plasterboards for walls form part of a system of 
      separate ‘elements’ (including metal studs, head  
      and base channels and screw fixings in the  
      supporting framework) that combine to provide 
      required fire resistance.  

      When fitted correctly and plastered over, popular 
      12.5mm thick single-layer plasterboards should 
      provide 30 minutes fire resistance; double layer  
      glass fiber plasterboards are available to provide  
      up to 2 hour fire resistance.  

  • For suspended ceilings, not only the panels, but also 
      hangers, tile runners, edge trims and clips (to hold 
      down the tiles) all contribute to the fire-rating integrity 
      of a suspended ceiling; 30, 60, 90 or 120 minutes being 
      popular fire performance standards. 

New cable installations should not run the risk of assuming 
that the walls or ceiling will act as a means of support for 
the cables… Without having control over all relevant 
components used, there is the risk that ‘unknown’ fixings 
could cause a ceiling (& any resting cables) to collapse.  

A responsible approach is to install fire-rated supports 
behind plasterboard or in ceiling voids, so at least 
compliance to BS7671:2018 Wiring Regulations can  
be assured.

For existing cables that are recessed behind plasterboard or 
in ceiling voids a C3 classification might be appropriate, but 
no remedial action required.



FAQs 

4. Is the regulation a legal requirement? 

• Part P of the UK Building Regulations, which came into 
  effect in England & Wales on 1st January 2005, made  
  it a legal requirement for all work on fixed electrical 
  installations to comply with the relevant standards.  

• The Institute of Engineering & Technology (IET) 
  defines the standards in for example BS5839 pt1  
  and BS7671-1:2018 Wiring Regulations. 

• The Fire & Rescue Services Act 2004 section 7(2)(d) 
  requires fire & rescue services to visit properties  
  and assess risks in event of emergencies. 

• Local authorities have a duty to enforce building 
  regulations, and powers to remove or alter  
  (& contra-charge) non-compliant installations. 

• It is the responsibility of building owners, managing  
  agents, landlords, designers and contractors to ensure 
  installations comply with UK Building Standards.

If an installation is not compliant with regulations it is 
expected that an inspection & subsequent Condition  
Report should insist on retro fit remedial works.  

In event of a fire, if cables did collapse to hamper fire-
fighting efforts or cause entanglement, the standards would 
provide a benchmark test for negligence and culpability.  

A death could lead to corporate manslaughter charges if 
responsible persons have not complied with regulations.  

It is difficult to imagine a defence if fire-rated supports  
were obviously missing.

All stakeholders responsible for cable 
installations/inspections should ensure that only trusted 
fire-rated cable supports are specified and installed.
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FAQs 
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5. Can cables always be fixed direct-to-surface?

Included in the list of suitable cable management are 
“cable trunking systems and cable ducting systems 
classified as non-flame propagating according to  
BS EN 50085”. 

• Note rigid PVC trunking is self-extinguishing,  
  meaning it will not ignite other materials. 

  As a general view, such trunking that is within arm’s 
  reach, so most liable to be impacted, is better if  
  convex shape (without sharp edges). 

For peace-of-mind D-Line trunking is all certified to  
BS EN50085 and is non-flame propagating; with hinged  
& convex lid also. 

BS7671:2018 s422.2.1 states “Cables encroaching on 
escape routes shall not be installed within arm’s reach  
unless they are provided with protection against 
mechanical damage likely to occur during an 
evacuation”. 



Appendix 1 - Product Guide
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As featured on www.d-line-it.com

For complete product guide to Fire-Rated Cable Supports please refer to…

www.d-line-it.com

Safe-D® Fire-Rated Cable Supports

Innovative cable 
management

MADE IN UK

970ºc

2h

Red U-Clip 30 

Spring Clip

D-Fixing

Conduit Saddle 20 & 25

Cable Clip 10, 16 & 22

Retro Clip Type 1 & 2
Stag Clip  
Single & Twin

U-Clip 50

U-Clip 40

U-Clip 30

F-Clip 50

F-Clip 40

F-Clip 30



Appendix 1 - Product Guide 

Solutions are widely available to enable quick and effective compliance. 

U-Clip 30 RedU-Clip 30

U-Clip 40

U-Clips 

F-Clips 

F-Clip 30

F-Clip 40

F-Clip 50

Conduit Saddles  

Conduit Saddle 20 
White

Conduit Saddle 20 
Black

Conduit Saddle 20 
Galv

Available in 25mm versions also

25

U-Clip 50



Cable Clip 22 Black

Size 1 (16x16mm)

Size 2 (25x16mm)

Cable Clip 16 Galv

Range covers 10-26mm Dia, suitable for armoured cables

Cable Clip 10 Galv
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Appendix 1 - Product Guide 

Solutions are available to enable quick and effective compliance.

Adjustable XLPE Cable Clips 

Spring-Clip 

Retro Clips  

Position 4

Position 3

Position 2

Position 1



Single Clips

Twin Clips

The D-Fixing screw (that requires no wallplug) has been 
tested with applicable Safe-D surface-mounted cable  
supports.
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Appendix 1 - Product Guide 

Solutions are available to enable quick and effective compliance.

Stag Clips 

D-Fixing Screw 

U-Clips & F-Clips 
are also compatible 
with SPIT Pulsa 
direct fixings



Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 
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Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

U-Clip 30 test (with D-Fixing screw)

U-Clip 40 test (with D-Fixing screw)

U-Clip 50 test (with D-Fixing screw)
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Specifying tested solutions, also having certificates of conformity (ref consistency/reliability), 
provides peace of mind and surety of performance.
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F-Clip 30 test (with D-Fixing screw)

F-Clip 40 test (with D-Fixing screw)

F-Clip 50 test (with D-Fixing screw)

Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

Specifying tested solutions, also having certificates of conformity (ref consistency/reliability), 
provides peace of mind and surety of performance.
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Stag Clip Single - 6-8mm test

Stag Clip Single - 8-10mm test

Stag Clip Twin - 6-8mm test

Stag Clip Twin - 8-10mm test

Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

Specifying tested solutions, also having certificates of conformity (ref consistency/reliability), 
provides peace of mind and surety of performance.
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• Example pics from German DIN tests commissioned by D-Line 
(Europe) Ltd to test F-Clips & D-Fixing screws underside ceilings. 

For peace of mind and  
surety of performance in fire 
conditions, it is interesting  
to understand also how the 
supports perform with 
downward pull (as underside  
a ceiling). 

Adjustable XLPE Cable Clip  
16-21mm o/d test (with D-Fixing screw)

Adjustable XLPE Cable Clip  
10-15mm o/d test (with D-Fixing screw)

Adjustable XLPE Cable Clip  
22-26mm o/d test (with D-Fixing screw)

Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

Specifying tested solutions, also having certificates of conformity (ref consistency/reliability), 
provides peace of mind and surety of performance.
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Conduit Saddle test  
(with D-Fixing screw)

Spring Clip test  
(with D-Fixing screw)

Retro Clip - Size 1 (16 x 16mm) test  
(with D-Fixing screw)

Retro Clip - Size 2 (25 x 16mm) test  
(with D-Fixing screw)

Appendix 2 -‘Fit For Purpose’ Fire Rated Tests 

Specifying tested solutions, also having certificates of conformity (ref consistency/reliability), 
provides peace of mind and surety of performance.
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Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 
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Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 

Caution; when containing mains cables in conduits and trunkings, 50% of internal capacity should be 
free for air circulation. 

D-Line Solution
Cable Diameter 
(mm) 

Popular Cable Usages Partcodes

6-8mm single

1.5mm 2c+E FP 
0.75mm 3183Y 
0.75mm 3184Y 
1mm 3182Y 
1mm 3183Y 
1mm 6242Y  
1.5mm 6242Y

SAFEDSTAG6S/50 Galv 

SAFEDSTAG6SR/50 Red 

SAFEDSTAG6SB/50 Black

8-10mm single

1.5mm 2c+E Enhanced 
2.5mm 2c+E FP 
1.5mm 3c+E FP 
1mm 4c+E FP 
1.5mm 4c+E FP 
1.5mm 4c+E Enhanced 
2.5mm 2c+E Enhanced 
1.5mm 3183Y 
2.5mm 6242Y  
1.5mm 3183AG

SAFEDSTAG8S/50 Galv 

SAFEDSTAG8SR/50 Red 

SAFEDSTAG8SB/50 Black

6-8mm twin As single 6-8mm above, but all x2

SAFEDSTAG6T/50 Galv 

SAFEDSTAG6TR/50 Red 

SAFEDSTAG6TB/50 Black

8-10mm twin As single 8-10mm above, but all x2

SAFEDSTAG8T/50 Galv 

SAFEDSTAG8TR/50 Red 

SAFEDSTAG8TB/50 Black

* Caution - Cable diameters can vary according to different manufacturers’ tolerances. We advise checking cables for compatability.
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D-Line Solution
Cable Diameter 
(mm) 

Popular Cable Usages Partcodes

10-15

XLPE 1.5mm 2c, 1.5mm 3c, 1.5mm 4c, 
1.5mm 5c / 1.5mm 7c 
XLPE 2.5mm 2c, 2.5mm 3c, 2.5mm 4c, 
2.5mm 5c 
XLPE 4mm 2c, 4mm 3c 
4mm 2c+E FP, 4mm 3c, 4mm 4c+E FP, 
2.5mm 3c Enhanced, 2.5mm 4c Enhanced , 
4mm 3c Enhanced, 4mm 4c Enhanced 
4mm 3c SY 
4mm 4c SY 
4mm 5c SY

SD-CAB10/20 Galv 

SD-CAB10B/20 Black

16-21

XLPE 1.5mm 12c 
XLPE 2.5mm 5c 
XLPE 2.5mm 7c 
XLPE 4mm 4c 
XLPE 6mm 4c 
XLPE 10mm 2c 
XLPE 10mm 4c 
XLPE 16mm 2c 
XLPE 25mm 2c 
20mm conduits, pipes & hoses

SD-CAB16/20 Galv 

SD-CAB16B/20 Black

22-26

XLPE 16mm 4c 
XLPE 1.5mm 27c 
25mm 3c XLPE 
25mm 4c XLPE 
25mm conduits, pipes & hoses

SD-CAB22/20 Galv 

SD-CAB22B/20 Black

Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 

* Caution - Cable diameters can vary according to different manufacturers’ tolerances. We advise checking cables for compatability.

Caution; when containing mains cables in conduits and trunkings, 50% of internal capacity should be 
free for air circulation. 
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D-Line Solution Popular Cable Usages Partcodes

2x 1.5mm 2c+E FP 
2x 1.5mm 2c+E Enhanced 
2x 0.75mm 3183Y 
2x 0.75mm 3184Y 
3x 1.5mm 6242Y 
2x 2.5mm 6242Y 
2x 1.5mm 6243Y 
1x 4mm 6242Y 
1x 6mm 6242Y 
3x 0.75mm 2182Y 
3x 0.75mm 2183Y 
3x 1mm 3182Y 
2x 0.75mm 3183Y 
2x 1mm 3183Y 
Inside 10mm or 16mm PVC trunkings

SAFEDSPRING/50

20mm rigid conduits/pipes  
(plastic and galvanised finish)

SAFE-DCOND20/20 Galv 

SAFE-DCOND20W/20 White 

SAFE-DCOND20B/20 Black

25mm rigid conduits/pipes  
(plastic and galvanised finish)

SAFE-DCOND25/20 Galv 

SAFE-DCOND25W/20 White 

SAFE-DCOND25B/20 Black

Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 

5mm 
diameter 
eyelet5

0
m

m

12mm

8mm

* Caution - Cable diameters can vary according to different manufacturers’ tolerances. We advise checking cables for compatability.

Caution; when containing mains cables in conduits and trunkings, 50% of internal capacity should be 
free for air circulation. 
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D-Line Solution Popular Cable Usages Partcodes

2x 1.5mm 2c+E FP Enhanced  
2x 1mm 6242Y 
2x 1.5mm 6242Y 
2x 2.5mm 6242Y 

2x 1.5mm 2c+E FP  
2x 1mm 3182Y 
2x 1mm 3183Y 
Inside 25x16mm trunking; D-Line Mini 30x15mm trunking

SAFE-D30/100

10x 1.5mm 6242Y 
6x 2.5mm 6242Y 
5x 4mm 6242Y 
4x 6mm 6242Y 
2x 10mm 6242Y 
2x 16mm 6242Y 
6x 1.5mm 3c+E FP 
5x 1.5mm 4c+E FP 
6x 1.5mm 2c+E FP Enhanced  
6x 1.5mm 3c+E FP Enhanced  
5x 1.5mm 4c+E FP Enhanced  
5x 2.5mm 2c+E FP Enhanced  
Inside 38mm or 40mm PVC trunkings; D-Line Maxi 50x25mm trunking 
6x 1mm 3184Y 
5x 1.5mm 3183Y 
4x 1.5mm 3184Y 
3x 1.5mm 3185Y 
3x 2.5mm 3183Y 
3x 2.5mm 3184Y 
6x CW1308 1mm 10 PAIR 
5x CW1308 1mm 12 PAIR 
6x 1.5mm 3183AG  
5x 1.5mm 3184AG 
3x 2.5mm 3183AG 
3x 2.5mm 3184AG 
3x 4mm 3184AG 

SAFE-D40/50

15x 1.5mm 6242Y 
10x 2.5mm 6242Y 
7x 4.0mm 6242Y 
6x 6.0mm 6242Y 
8x 1.5mm 2c+E FP Enhanced  
8x 1.5mm FP 2c+E  
8x 2.5mm FP 2c+E  
Inside 50mm PVC trunkings

SAFE-D50/50

Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 

46mm

31mm

30mm

20mm

20mm

20mm 23mm

20mm

* Caution - Cable diameters can vary according to different manufacturers’ tolerances. We advise checking cables for compatability.
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D-Line Solution Popular Cable Usages Partcodes

Capacity generally as U-Clip 30, 40, 50 & guides though differences  
are possible by alternative shaping possibilities.

SAFEDFLCIP30/100 

SAFEDFCLIP40/50 

SAFEDFCLIP50/50

Appendix 3 - Safe-D Supports : Cable Guide 

Note F40 and F50 versions have lockable tabs, for added security.
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